Biography Book List
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Grant / Ron Chernow
BPL New Arrivals  B.G767Cgt

Ali: a life / Jonathan Eig
BPL New Arrivals  B.A3983Ea

Leonardo da Vinci / Walter Isaacson
BPL New Arrivals  B.L553Il

Gorbachev: his life and times / William Taubman
BPL New Arrivals  B.G651Tg

Madame President: The Extraordinary Journey of Ellen Johnson Sirleaf / Helene Cooper
BPL New Arrivals  B.J6397Cm
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Jane Austen at home: a biography / Lucy Worsley
BPL New Arrivals  823.7.A9334jh

Charlotte Brontë: a fiery heart / Claire Harman
BPL New Arrivals  B.B789Hc

Martin Luther: rebel in an age of upheaval / Heinz Schilling ;
translated by Rona Johnston
BPL New Arrivals  B.L977Sm

Martin Luther: renegade and prophet / Lyndal Roper
BPL New Arrivals  B.L977rm

Martin Luther: the man who rediscovered God and
changed the world / Eric Metaxas
BPL New Arrivals  B.L977Ma